Responses of human cutaneous afferents to CO2 laser stimuli causing pain.
Microelectroneurographic studies in man allow the comparison of stimulus induced activity in the single peripheral nerve unit with the subject's ratings of sensation. Relationships between stimulus intensity, single unit discharges, and pain ratings were investigated using a CO2 laser stimulator which delivers radiant heat pulses of 50 ms duration. Recordings were performed percutaneously from the radial nerve at the wrist. Receptor types were identified by their response to different stimulus modalities and by their reaction delay to electrical test stimuli within the receptive field. Receptive fields of identified units were stimulated with randomised series of different radiant heat intensities between half and double the individual pain threshold (5 to 20 W; stimulation area 64 mm2). The largest receptor class observed to be activated by CO2 laser stimuli were polymodal C-nociceptors. None of them was spontaneously active. High discharge rates up to 75/s were not necessarily associated with pain but, if pain was felt, the impulse trains usually lasted for more than 60 ms. Inter-spike intervals were distributed over a wide range between 8 and 145 ms with a peak at about 25 ms. This peak was only slightly shifted by increasing the stimulus intensity. Higher correlations were found between the number of spikes and stimulus intensity. Measures of Signal Detection Theory indicated that the single unit discharges discriminated stimulus intensities better than the subjects' ratings. These findings underline the importance of temporal summation in the processing of C-fibre input with a considerable loss of information in the nociceptive system.